ERNESTINE  HILL
T^^e^f Australian "Loneliness
"!t was in July 1950 that I first set out, a wandering
'copy-boy* with swag and typewriter, to find what lay
beyond the railway lines. Across the painted desert and
the pearling seas, by aeroplane and camel and coastal ship,
by truck and lugger and packhorse and private yacht, the
trail has led me on across five years and 50,000 miles, a
trail of infinite surprises. ... I have interviewed men
living in wurlics of paperbark who read Gibbon and wrote
Greek and danced in corroboree; witch-doctors of the
Warramunga . . * lepers and the dying, deep-sea divers
and prospectors for gold, . , . I have attended Japanese
Feasts of Lanterns, Chinese banquets, blackfellow burials,
and Greek weddings. . . . Many of the notes have been
taken by the flickering of the camp fire . . . the type-
writer has always been with me> dangling from a camel-
saddle, jingling on a truck, covered with a camp sheet
in the rains,**
This extract from the author's foreword will give some
idea of the interest and adventure contained in the narra-
tive. As a journalist, she sought the unusual, penetrated
into the heart of that magnificent empty land with only
half a million inhabitants outside ot the towns. Het
story abounds in interesting information about this un-
developed continent of which the average man is very
ignorant. We are brought into contact with conditions
which are absolutely unique and situations which are often
very grim and occasionally very comic. We read of
"towns that blow away"* white men who "go bush'Vtihe
half-breed tragedy, the "dingo dog" industry, and of the,
evangelists of many nations who tty to save the souls of
the aborigines*
Graphically written and extremely well illustrated, this
book reveals a great deal of the amazing private life of,
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